The Web Science Summer School 2018 - WWSSS'18

30 July - 4 August 2018 at L3S, Hannover

The WWSSS'18 will address the inter-disciplinary field of Web Science by focusing on lectures which tackle the aforementioned challenges in topics such as data science and data mining, big data processing, information retrieval, Web governance as well as the sociology and psychology of online interactions.

The program includes keynote talks from prominent researchers in Web Science. Alongside lectures from experienced researchers, that will address major trends in Web Science, the Summer School will provide hands-on training in data processing, analysis and methods, team work, and opportunities to present current research. Participants shall work on specific tasks linked to the datasets provided, and will be mentored by local instructors. All teams will present the results of their work on the last day of the school. ([http://wwsss18.webscience.org/index.php/speakers/](http://wwsss18.webscience.org/index.php/speakers/))

20 of the student attendees will be supported with scholarships from the SoBigData project. The organisation committee will evaluate all applications. Every attendee with a successful application will receive a fee waiver. In addition, we reserved a budget of up to 400€ per grant, to support with costs related to WWSSS2018 attendance and travel. To apply for the scholarship grant, please follow the instructions listed on the [WWSSS2018 website](http://wwsss18.webscience.org/).


*** IMPORTANT DATES ***

Scholarship applications by: 1 May 2018
Scholarship Notification: 7 May 2018
Official registration open: 19 March 2018
Early bird registration by: 7 May 2018
WWSSS summer school: 30 July - 4 August 2018